
UNDERSTANDING the
IMPACT OFSMOKE DAMAGE



Depending on what’s burning, many other 
harmful chemicals can also enter the air during 
a fire. Direct exposure to smoke is harmful to 
your respiratory system, but smoke damage can 
also affect a building’s structure, sometimes in 
unexpected ways.

It’s easier to understand how smoke behaves 
during a fire when you learn how temperature, 
the surrounding environment, particle 
ionization and airflow patterns affect smoke 
distribution.

SMOKE FROM ANY 
TYPE OF FIRE IS COMPRISED OF

CARBONMONOXIDE,
CARBONDIOXIDE & SOOT.



BECAUSE HOT AIR RISES,

is most commonly found in the
SMOKE DAMAGE
FOLLOWING
PLACES: 

Directly above where the fire blazed: Assuming no 
strong air currents are flowing through the building, the 
highest concentration of smoke residue is usually found 
on the ceiling above the fire.

Outside walls and windows: Cold air sinks below 
warmer air, opening up a path for the smoke to travel 
to exterior windows and walls. Even if the fire is 
concentrated in the center of the room, it’s common to 
find lots of smoke residue on outside walls.



HOMES HAVE FURNITURE,
INTERACT WITH

SMOKE.
decorations, enclosed spaces and other features that

Sometimes smoke damage is found in seemingly bizarre places, but once you break down what causes it to interact with the surrounding 
environment, it begins to make sense. For example, smoke damage is often found:

• In seemingly enclosed spaces: Dresser drawers, closed closets and wall cavities that seem closed off often have more smoke damage than the 
area where the fire blazed. The reason is because molecules are more excited in warmer air. The rapid movement creates higher energy sufficient 
enough to carry smoke particles in the air. In cooler air where molecules move more slowly, there’s not enough energy to keep particles aloft, so 
they fall out of the airstream and onto surfaces in these cooler, relatively enclosed areas.

• Behind drapes and on blinds: There’s often a big temperature difference between the room and the space behind the drapes. Because smoke 
naturally moves to cooler areas, it’s common to find much more smoke residue behind the drapes than on the surface facing the room. Likewise, 
venetian blinds and pull shades often attract smoke residue more than surrounding surfaces, making the smoke damage here a good indicator of 
the true overall damage.



IONIZED,
SMOKE

...meaning they possess an electrical charge 
that attracts them to certain surfaces. That’s 
why you often find smoke damage:

• Surrounding nail heads in the ceiling: 
While hidden by drywall, metal nail heads 
still create a magnetic attraction, causing 
ionized smoke particles to land in a ring 
around them. The outline disappears after 
the smoke damage has been cleared away.

• Clustered in cobweb-like shapes in 
corners of the room: When plastics 
burn, the smoke carries a stronger charge 
than when wood, cotton or paper burns. 
Sometimes, this causes smoke residue to 
form “smoke webs” where the walls and 
ceiling come together.

• On synthetic materials: Manmade 
furnishings tend to end up with more 
residue on them after a fire than natural 
materials because they have greater 
ionization characteristics that attract smoke 
particles. Vinyl in particular can attract 
such high concentrations of smoke that it 
becomes permanently stained.

particles are often



AIR CURRENTS

& SOOT AWAY FROM THE FIRE
CARRY SMOKE

INTERESTING
WAYS. 

For example, smoke damage is often seen: 

• In ductwork: Even when the forced-air system isn’t 
running, smoke still finds its way into the cooler 
ductwork. The passageway leads the smoke to rooms 
far away from the fire, resulting in damage to areas 
that would otherwise have seen little or no impact 
from the blaze.

• On the far side of door openings: Smoke flows 
around things in its way like water passing around 
stones in a stream. These obstructions act like filters, 
causing more smoke residue to be deposited on the 
far side of door openings and the ceilings right above. 
This pattern diminishes the further away the smoke 
travels from the fire.

In the end, while smoke damage may seem erratic and 
random, it’s all in the physics. Understanding this may 
help take the mystery out of an already stressful situation.

and deposit residue in 



RAINBOW INTERNATIONAL®
INDUSTRY LEADER
AND INNOVATOR Rainbow International provides “best practices” with 

integrity and the highest of standards in restoration 
and cleaning services. Utilizing the most advanced 
equipment, innovative technologies and a built-in 
accountability system, our professional emergency 
crews complete every job rapidly to assure an 
uncompromising commitment to service excellence 
and customer satisfaction. Ultimately, we don’t just 
restore homes and businesses; we restore value, 
stability, and peace of mind.

Established in 1981, Rainbow International, a subsidiary 
of The Dwyer Group®, offers over 300 global service 
locations. As a premier provider of restoration and 
cleaning services, Rainbow International deploys 
professional emergency response crews with advanced 
equipment, state-of-the-art technology and training 
to restore property, contents and ultimately, peace of 
mind. Insurance, commercial and residential customers 
depend on Rainbow International to mitigate damage 
and restore contents for businesses and homes 
suffering from water, fire, smoke, odor  
and mold situations.

For more information please visit
 www.rainbowintl.com. For additional white papers 
or to offer suggestions for future topics, please visit 
www.rainbowintl.com/best-practice or join our 
“Rainbow International Restoration and Cleaning” 
group on LinkedIn.

855-RAINBOW
rainbowintl.com


